
Fine Art Nature Photography
and Adventure Tours

Life is a continuing adventure, and so are we. Jackson 
Ball started his work with industrial and wilderness pho-
tography using medium and large format film cameras. 
Now after 30 years of experience, he is focused entirely 
on nature and wilderness photography, and creating ex-
citing adventures with photographers and nature lovers.

Affinity Studio hosts a variety of adventures to some of 
the most magnificent places on the planet. We bring a 
spirit of exploration, high-resolution technical camera 
gear and experienced guides to discover and capture 
those unforgettable moments in nature.
 
Jackson combines high quality paper with acrylic mount-
ing technologies to produce stunning large fine-art prints 
that are durable, cleanable, and protected from humidity.
 

Affinity images are for those who appreciate  
beautiful nature, quality art and great value.

 
The place for fine ART images 
and amazing photographic life 

ADVENTURES!

Affinity Studio, S.A. Panama City, Panama
www.affinitystudio.net

On Facebook: @TheAffinityStudio

“Affinity means a natural attraction for something 
or someone. It is a significant connection that 

touches us on a deep level. A true affinity comes 
from within, and is felt in all living things,  

especially, when we are in nature.”



Affinity Studio is the photography home of Jackson Ball.
Jackson has more than 30 years of experience using 
medium and large format film and digital cameras.  He 
brings nature and wilderness into reality,  producing 
high definition images inside clear acrylic mounting for 
that amazing real life affect.

His studio produces superb acrylic face mount images 
up to 40”x60” in size. The pearl metallic fine-art paper 
and art-grade acrylic with aluminum backing provides 
the durability for art that will last a lifetime.

Jackson and his guides continue to explore and discover 
new pristine locations for capturing beautiful photo-
graphic images. And, we partner with some of the finest 
boutique resorts to create that one of kind vacation and 
life experience.

Affinity Studio organizes photo-adventures to many 
exciting and beautiful locations in Panama, Costa-Rica, 
Ecuador and Colombia.

Each piece of art is available in professional 
acrylic mounting to last a lifetime. Choice of 3 
sizes and affordable prices.

24” x 36” - $400 
32” x 48” - $700 
40” - 60” - $900

* All Affinity Studio prints are signed by the 
artist and includes a Certificate of Authenticity.

Bringing nature inside! 

These prints are spectacular in detail 
and color. Durable, cleanable  and 
modern.  Perfect for providing natural 
color and vibrancy to commercial and 
residential spaces. These stunning prints 
provide a modern elegance to any room. 

Visit our website for more information 
and to view our galleries  
www.affinitystudio.net


